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Abstract. In research, evaluation plays a key role to assess the per-
formance of an approach. When evaluating approaches, there is a wide
range of possible types of studies that can be used, each with different
properties. Benchmarks have the benefit that they establish clearly de-
fined standards and baselines. However, when creating new benchmarks,
researchers face various problems regarding the identification of potential
data, its mining, as well as the creation of baselines. As a result, some
research domains do not have any benchmarks at all. This is the case for
traceability link recovery between software architecture documentation
and software architecture models. In this paper, we create and describe
an open-source benchmark dataset for this research domain. With this
benchmark, we define a baseline with a simple approach based on in-
formation retrieval techniques. This way, we provide other researchers a
way to evaluate and compare their approaches.

Keywords: Software Architecture Documentation · Natural Language
Processing · Traceability link recovery · Mining Software Repositories.

1 Introduction

Benchmarks for evaluation bring numerous benefits (cf. Sim et al. [17]). These
benefits include, among others, clearly defined standards and expectations, an in-
creased awareness on related work as well as more frequent collaborations within
a domain. However, a recent study by Konersmann et al. [9] shows that between
2017 and 2021 only 2.6% of the 153 full technical papers at the conference-
series European Conference on Software Architecture (ECSA) and International
Conference on Software Architecture (ICSA) used benchmarks for evaluation.
Instead, the most used evaluation strategies are case studies and technical ex-
periments (57%). In order to counteract, the authors propose to mine the public
available case studies from the papers to create benchmarks. According to von
Kistowski et al. [7], studies can result in such a benchmark. For this purpose,
Konersmann et al. [9] provide an overview of different papers that made their
case studies publicly available.
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Mining existing case studies and example systems to build datasets is a great
opportunity for the software engineering domain. The main difficulty is to find
such case studies that are reliable and comparable to a specific problem domain.
However, it might be hard to find these comparable and exchangeable data. In
our case, we look into the well-established research area of traceability link re-
covery (TLR). TLR approaches create trace links between two or more existing
artifacts. These links are particularly helpful for maintenance but help for the
overall understanding of a system and how different artifacts and views are con-
nected. However, there are different kinds of artifacts that are traced. Common
artifacts are requirement documents, code documents, and issues, but may also
include documentation (e.g., textual software architecture documentation) and
models. Consequently, many approaches focus on links between requirements and
code [1,3,14,18,19], test cases [12], and architecture [11]. Our main focus is re-
covering trace links between textual software architecture documentation (SAD)
and software architecture models (SAM) (cf. [6]). Whenever we mention SAD
in the following, we refer to natural language text. SAMs are machine-readable
models with an explicit meta-model.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no other work, yet, dealing with links
between architecture documentation and models. To allow replicability and to
promote comparability, we create a benchmark for traceability link recovery
between SAD and SAM. For this, we mine public software repositories, transform
the extracted data in unified formats, and label them. The resulting dataset is
publicly available [5]. Further, we present a baseline approach to show how the
dataset can be used in an evaluation and to provide reference values.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: We first present the creation
of the benchmark dataset (section 2). Following that, we describe its contents in
detail (section 3). Lastly, we discuss challenges and opportunities we encountered
during creation in section 4.

2 Creating a Benchmark Dataset

Before we created the benchmark dataset, we searched for used datasets in the
TLR community. Thereby we found the CoEST 1 repository. It currently consists
of 15 projects with gold standards for TLR between requirements and source
code. However, CoEST is not applicable for our work: On the one hand, CoEST
does not consider architectural descriptions. Further, several projects contain
languages other than English. On the other hand, the dataset does not include
any architectural models. Although it is possible to synthesize single artifacts by
transforming from the other existing artifacts, creating all artifacts synthetically
is undesirable. As a result, we can state that we are not aware of a dataset that
provides the needed information for TLR between SAD and SAM.

We started to mine open-source software projects for documentations and
models to create an initial dataset. In order to find relevant data for our ap-
proach, we searched for open-source projects that already contain SADs. We

1 http://sarec.nd.edu/coest/datasets.html

http://sarec.nd.edu/coest/datasets.html
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contacted the authors of [2] and retrieved a list of open-source projects that
have some architecture documentation from them. In addition, we looked at the
repositories of the Lindholmen dataset [4]. Even so, we did not find projects with
an extensive SAD and a presentation of the architecture (as figure, diagram,
or something similar). The lack of architecture documentation in open-source
projects is common for small projects. Architecture documents are more often
created and maintained in large, successful projects [2].

Since we want the dataset to be heterogeneous, we searched for case studies
and example systems of other SAM-based approaches and chose four projects
for our initial benchmark dataset:

MediaStore2 is a “model application built after the iTunes Store”. Its architecture
was used for exemplary performance analyses on SAMs.

TEAMMATES3 is an open-source “online tool for managing peer evaluations and
other feedback paths of your students”. TEAMMATES is used as a
case study in several SAD-based approaches (cf. [6,15]).

BigBlueButton4 is a non-scientific application that provides a web conferencing sys-
tem with the focus on creating a “global teaching platform”.

TeaStore5 is a scientific application [8] that is used as a “micro-service refer-
ence test application”. Like MediaStore, it is used for evaluations of
architecture performance analyses.

In order to get more information about the projects used for the benchmark,
Table 1 provides a short characterization of them. The table summarizes the
main languages (w.r.t. their lines of code), the number of forks, and the amount
of contributors. For the MediaStore project, we could not count the number of
forks or contributors since it is not published on GitHub.

Project Languages (kLOC)6 Forks Contributors

MediaStore Java(4) N/A N/A
TEAMMATES Java(91), TypeScript(54) ≈ 2.6k ≈ 500
BigBlueButton JavaScript(69), JSX(47),

Scala(22), Java(21)
≈ 5.8k ≈ 180

TeaStore Java(12) ≈ 0.1k ≈ 15

Table 1. Characteristics of the Projects in the Benchmark

2 http://sdqweb.ipd.kit.edu/wiki/Media_Store
3 http://github.com/TEAMMATES
4 http://bigbluebutton.org
5 http://github.com/DescartesResearch/TeaStore
6 rounded kLOC for programming languages with most LOC (calculated via cloc)

http://sdqweb.ipd.kit.edu/wiki/Media_Store
http://github.com/TEAMMATES
http://bigbluebutton.org
http://github.com/DescartesResearch/TeaStore
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For each project, we created SAMs for the projects based on either existing
models or with the help of the documentation of the projects. We extracted
plain-text version from their SADs and created a sentence-wise gold standard
for TLR between the SAD and the SAM. More details about the creation of the
gold standard and the other artifacts follow in section 3.

The resulting benchmark dataset is described in detail in section 3 and can
be found in our public repository [5]. By making the dataset publicly available,
we give other researchers the possibility to replicate our results and compare the
results of their approaches.

3 A Benchmark Dataset for TLR between SAD and SAM

As described in section 2, traceability link recovery benchmarks are very specific
regarding their (different) inputs, outputs, and gold standards. Nevertheless,
the format of the data should be easily applicable for others. In this section, we
provide a closer look on the parts of our dataset and describe our considerations.

3.1 Software Architecture Documentations

Software architecture documentations are one of two input artifacts in our TLR
approach. For the benchmark, we obtained the texts of each project by searching
their repositories for documentation and looking on their web sites for their
SAD. Since texts are usually read in and pre-processed with natural language
processing tools, we removed tables and figures from the descriptions to provide
processable plain text. Thus, we created for each project a text file containing the
sentences of their documentations. In order to simplify the definition of a gold
standard for linking sentences and model elements, each line of the file contains
exactly one sentence.

3.2 Software Architectural Models

There are different ways to represent software architecture models. MediaStore
and TeaStore are systems that we considered for the initial dataset. Since they
have already been modeled with the Palladio Component Model (PCM) [13],
PCM is our main candidate. Moreover, we chose PCM as meta model because it
can cover different views of software architecture (e.g., components and deploy-
ment). Thereby, we want to ensure that the benchmark can easily extended. The
repository view contains the minimum information to describe the components
of a software system. This is enough to run all currently existing approaches.
Therefore, when adding further cases to the benchmark that do not provide
SAMs as PCM, we only provide the repository view describing the components.
If the PCM model of a project already contained more views (e.g., allocation
model), we also provide these in our benchmark repository. In general, we plan
to add further views to provide more than just the component information of
a system. Additionally, we also plan to expand to more model types than just
PCM models.
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3.3 Gold Standard

Besides the input data (SADs and SAMs), the core artifact of our dataset is
the manually created gold standard for TLR between SAD and SAM. For each
project, the gold standard is available as CSV file. It defines the expected trace
links between the sentences of the software architecture documentation and the
architectural model elements.

The first project that has been added to our benchmark was TEAMMATES.
Its trace links base on a small user study performed as part of a master’s the-
sis [16]. For the other projects, the gold standards have been created separately.
To do so, for each project a gold standard has been manually created by one of
the authors. Afterwards, the gold standards were analyzed by another author. In
the case of different traceability links, the differences were discussed and resolved
together. Finally, the gold standard was stored as a CSV file.

Example: MediaStore As an example, we consider the eleventh sentence of Me-
diaStore’s SAD: “The UserManagement component answers the requests for
registration and authentication.” The repository model of MediaStore contains,
among other elements, Basic Components that represent components of the sys-
tem. Since the example sentence mentions the component UserManagement, the
gold standard contains a link that connects the eleventh sentence identified by
its number (starting at 1) and the component by identified its unique identifier.

3.4 Simple Tracelink Discovery (STD)

Together with our dataset, we provide Simple Tracelink Discovery (STD)7, a
baseline approach for TLR between SAD and SAM. We provide this approach
to provide a simple baseline. Additionally, the approach provides an example on
how to use the benchmark and, thus, works as guidance for other researchers.

The main idea of STD is to provide a lower bound. In TLR, it is often as-
sumed that same elements in different artifacts have same names. Thus, a simple
base line is to create trace links only when the name of a model element, like a
component, is directly mentioned in the text. Therefore, STD matches n-grams
of model element names with n-grams of the words within the documentation
text. As a result, the precision is usually high while the recall suffers due to the
strict assumption. To relax this restriction, there is the option to employ normal-
ized Levenshtein Distance (cf. [10]) to assess name equality, based on a defined
threshold. Table 2 displays the evaluation results of STD for the benchmark.

The approach is intended for recovering links between SAD and SAM. Due to
its simplicity, it can be easily adapted for other types of artifacts. However, the
approach does not perform well if the names of model elements do not appear in
both artifacts. For example, if artifacts have a vastly different level of abstraction
(e.g., between requirements and code), this baseline approach will most likely
perform much worse.

7 http://github.com/ArDoCo/SimpleTracelinkDiscovery

http://github.com/ArDoCo/SimpleTracelinkDiscovery
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Project Precision Recall F1-Score

Mediastore 1.00 0.62 0.77
TeaStore 0.94 0.57 0.71
TEAMMATES 0.89 0.57 0.70
BigBlueButton 0.88 0.44 0.59

Table 2. Evaluation results for the baseline approach STD on the benchmark

4 Discussion

In this paper, we first discussed the benefits and need for benchmark datasets.
Benchmarks enable clear evaluations, comparisons, and provide room for col-
laborations [17]. Therefore, benchmarks should be established in more research
areas. However, lots of research areas are very specific, tailored to particular in-
put and special outputs, and have only small communities. In any of these cases,
it is hard to create a dataset or benchmark for the evaluation of an approach.
Not only the mining of software repositories and the creation of benchmarks is
a difficult problem, but also the identification of potentially usable data. There-
fore, we suggested to extract such data from case studies or examples from other
scientific publications relying on the same or very similar inputs. With this data,
a dataset with a gold standard can be created.

We followed this idea to create a benchmark dataset with software architec-
tures, texts of software architecture documentation, a gold standard for traceabil-
ity link recovery, as well as a baseline approach. We also showed the applicability
of this process by means of a baseline approach for this traceability link recovery
problem.

There are some threats to the validity for the process and our resulting
benchmark dataset. First, there may be a threat to validity due to the selected
projects. These projects are selected based on literature. All projects have dif-
ferent size and have different architecture styles and patterns. The projects are
also from different domains, although they are web-based applications. Addi-
tionally, we also assumed similar abstraction levels for SADs and SAMs, which
might introduce some bias. Lastly, we created the gold standards ourselves and,
thus, might have introduced some bias. We used commonly used techniques like
mediation sessions for creating these gold standards, but we cannot rule out that
there can still be a certain amount of bias.

In future work, we plan to extend the benchmark dataset with more details
for already existing projects. This includes other types of models, more detailed
models etc. Moreover, we plan to add more projects to better ensure generaliz-
ability of the results when applying the benchmark.
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